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At a recent workshop on interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), I have proposed a scheme for 
chondritic IDP classification [ l ]  that is founded on two observations, viz. (1) many chondritic 
IDPs are mixtures of three principal conzponents [2], and (2) chondritic IDPs may have bulk 
carbon contents in excess of CI-abundances [3]. Principal components were first recognised in 
the fluffy granular matrix of a carbonaceous chondritic porous (CP) IDP which gave rise to the 
granular units (GUS) [4]. The ratio of carbon materials to silicates plus sulfides in GUS can 
vary from pure carbon ('tar balls', ref. 5) to carbonaceous chondritic material [2,4,5]. Various 
investigators have used a different terminology. I propose the following principal components, 
(1) carbonaceous units [CUs], 
(2) granular units [Gus], i.e. carbonaceous chondritic material, and 
(3) polyphase units [Pus],  i.e. carbon-free chondritic material [2]. 

I have suggested that the principal components are nebula dust that accreted into chondritic 
IDPs. Different mixing ratios yield variable carbon content of chondritic IDPs and broadly 
determine the morphology, e.g. a low (CU+GU)/PU ratio characterises chondritic smooth IDPs 
[2]. The mixing ratios also affect the amount of amorphous material, or micron-sized olivine, 
pyroxene, feldspar and layer silicates crystals and fragments in IDPs [2] (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: A proposed ternary 
principal component mixing 
model of CUs, GUS and PUS. 
The dashed lines delineate 
guestimated fields of IDP types 
with markers to compositional 
variations within the CP and 
chondritic smooth IDP fields. 
The position of CP IDP 
L2011A9 is determined by the 
observed relative abundance of 
its Gus and Pus. The true field 
boundaries and the reality of 
miscibility gaps remain to be 
determined. They potentially 
contain information on solar 
nebula conditions during dust 
accretion. 

In a principal component model its basic component sizes should be similar among chondritic 
IDPs and the constituent minerals in GUS and PUS from different IDPs should have a similar 
history. To this effect I use size distribution analyses of principal components and their 
constituent minerals. The sizes were measured on calibrated transmission electron microscope 
negatives from ultrathin IDP sections and they are expressed as the root-mean-square size [6]. 
This size analysis study continues with the analysis of CP IDP L2011A9 with granular matrix 
of GUS and PUS that contains a few large (-810 nm) Fe-sulfide xenocrysts [7] and a large (2.7 
x 0.8 pm) PU [I]. Small Fe-oxide crescents and dispersed nanocrystals throughout the IDP are 
evidence for atmospheric entry heating and its extraterrestrial origin. The clustering of 
pyrrhotite compositions and scarcity of vesicular sulfides show that heating was not severe [8]. 
OBSERVATIONS. Princioal Com~onents  in L2011A9. The GUS are discrete units. The (rms) 
size range for 130 GUS is 43-509 nm with a mean of 168 nm that also represents the basic unit 
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size. Five larger GUS are fused units. These data compare with a G U  size range of 64-7,580 
nm (mean = 585 nm) and a basic unit of 128 nm in size in CP IDP W7010*A2 [2]. In both IDPs 
the basic size of -0.1 pm (real size) in diameter is similar to the proposed size of composite 
interstellar dust [9]. The polyphase units form well-defined, partial or holocrystalline clusters. 
The latter are slightly porous (AV crystallisation). Other units are open clusters with isolated 
single-crystal grains "fading" into the matrix [cf. 21. The sizes of 34 recognisable PUS range 
from 190.4 nm to 1,972 nm. They define two Gaussian distributions: (1) mean = 532.8 nm 
(range: 190.4-797.9 nm; cf. ref. 8)(N=25), and (2) mean = 1,138.3 nm (range: 869.7-1,445.9 nm) 
(N=8). The data constain the PU/(PU+GU) ratio of this IDP at -0.21 but it probably somewhat 
higher as the isolated single crystal-grains should be included in this calculation. 
constituent Minerals. ~ a i a  for-274 ultra- 

Table 1: rms-sizes (nm) of platey grains in granular units 
fine in these are in in CP IDPs W7010*A2 and U2015*B [from ref. 21 and U2011A9. 
Table 1. The grain size distribution is a 
composite of two lognormal distributions. range mean 

Its steady-state profile is consistent with Population I 
second order growth by Ostwald ripening W7010*A2 1.4 - 4.2 3.5 

in a closed system [cf. 101 due to surface ~~~~~~~ 2.1 - 6.4 4.2 
no data 

free energy driven nucleation and growth 
of ultrafine minerals [6]. The ultrafine Population 11 

grains have an unevolved size distribution. ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2  
5.6 - 17.0 8.9 
7.1 - 17.2 9.4 

This size analysis of all grains in the GUS U2011A9 1.4 - 29.0 8.1 (a) 
[Table I, (a)] included dispersed Fe-oxide 5.7 - 18.6 10.3 (b)  
nanocrystals formed during atmospheric Population 111 
entry heating. These nanocrystals (N= 1 14) W ~ O ~ O * A ~  21.2 - 127.0 49.6 
have a lognormal size distribution ranging U2015*B a  few grains  

U2011A9 32.2 - 49.8 37.8 ( a )  from 1.0 to 12.4 nm; mean = 2.3 nm. The 14.7 - 48.9 26.8 (b)  
exponential steady-state profile is trans- 
itional from a nucleation- to a ripening- Sea text for (a) and (b). All populations are lognormal distributiona. CP IDPs ~ 7 0 1 0 ' ~ ~  

md UZOlS'B do not have a (partial) Fs-oxide rim or diapened Fe-oxide nanocrystab. controlled distribution and consistent with 
a single event not followed by size adjustment. When the size distribution for the constituent 
G U  minerals is "corrected" for the Fe-oxide nanocrystals, population I1 [Table 1; (b)] becomes 
consistent with the other two particles. 

The size range of 143 fine-grained silicate and sulfide grains is 8.7 - 2,903 nm in diameter. 
They define three Gaussian distributions (1) mean = 25.5 nm (range: 8.7-73.8 nm), (2) mean = 
113.8 nm (range: 74.6-163.2 nm), and (3) mean = 308.4 nm (range: 171.5-571.0 nm). The jagged 
steady-state profile for all grains generally supports coarsening of an original size distribution. 
This result is not signifcantly diffferent when corrected for the Fe-oxide nanocrystals. 
CONCLUSIONS. One principal component in two CP IDPs, the granular units, have a similar 
basic unit size of 0.1 pm (real size). The PUS are larger than GUS, and probably also CUs. The 
constituent minerals in PUS are larger than those in the GUS. This size difference may reflect 
different diffusion rates in amorphous carbon-free and ibid carbonaceous chondritic materials 
to form similar Mg,Fe-silicates and Fe-sulfides. These (u1tra)fine constituents support in situ 
nucleation and surface free energy driven Ostwald ripening in all three IDPs. The largest size 
range occurs W7010*A2 that shows evidence for aqueous alteration [ l l ] ,  i.e. the operation of a 
heat-carrying fluid. The physical meaning of the lognormal distributions, if any, is unclear. 
They may support in situ size sorting rather than by a large-scale process. A model of principal 
components in chondritic IDPs is viable. The main challenge will be to establish the true extent 
of mixing and the reality of miscibility gaps in the ternary diagram [Figure 11. 
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